
Making your Elevator Pitch 

Why Make an “Elevator Pitch”?  
As a person with a disability, it can be challenging to ask someone for 

support when we need help, or we are not able to get to something we 

need access to participate in the community. Creating an “elevator pitch” is 

a way of explaining to others what you need and how they can help. 

Why do we call it an Elevator Pitch? 

Imagine that asking for support is like taking an elevator up all of the floors 

of a big building. Start with the first floor and read the information. 

Keep riding the elevator and reading the info at each floor until you 

reach the top. 

Top Floor:  
Getting the support that you need! 

 

 

 
 

Reaching the top floor 

requires you to: 

● Organize Your 

thoughts. 

● Stay calm and Positive 

● Speak with confidence.  

● Focus on Teamwork  

 

Middle Floors: When you’re clear about 

who you are, what you need and how the 

person can help you, you all move UP 

toward a solution! Otherwise, everyone might 

get off at a different floor and before the top, 

where a solution is made.  

First floor: You meet people who can 

support you and you all get on the elevator. 



 

The 3 Steps to Creating Your Pitch 
1. Say who you are. (Follow the guide below to write out your own example). 

Hi I am (your name) and I am a [role] at [name of place].  

Go ahead type or write out this sentence using information about you: 

 
 
 

 

2. Explain your disability. Remember to keep it short and relate to the situation 

you are experiencing.  

Hi! I am [name] and I’m a [role] at [name of place]. I have [disability] which 

means that [short explanation that focuses on how it relates to the situation] 

 

Go ahead and type or write this section using information about you: 

 

 
 
 

 

3. Make your Ask! Remember don’t blame them, come up with solution together 

Hi! I am [name] and I’m a [role] at [name of place]. I have [disability] which means 

that [short explanation that focuses on how it relates to the situation] It would be 



great if you could help me with [insert what you need]. What can I do or what 

information do you need from me to help with this? 

You are almost done! Go ahead and write or type out your complete elevator 

pitch example. 

 
 
 

 


